
Droids D6 / Tetan Torture Droid

Type: Tetan Torture Droid

Dexterity: 1D

Knowledge: 1D

         Alien Species 3D, Intimidation: 6D

Mechanical: 1D

Perception:2D

         Investigation: 5D

Strength: 1D

Technical: 2D

         First Aid 5D, Medicine 4D

Equipped with:

         Bone fragmenters

         Chemical torture probe

         Electroshock nerve probes

         Flesh peelers

         Joint cripplers

         Medicinal drug injector

         Mind probe

         Various Pain and Truth serums

         Visual and Audio receptors

         Restraints (Str+6D to hold a victim in place)

Move: 0 *

Size: 3 meters

*: The Tetan Torture Droid was built into a pair of stalactites stalagmites, and was incapable of

movement, with it's victim suspended between the two pillars in the grasp of it's restraints and within

range of it's various probes and torture instruments.

Description: An interrogation droid, also known as a torture droid or pain droid, was used as a torture

device in coercive interrogations. Various varieties existed, equipped with various implements of torture.

Sometimes, they were modified medical droids. While they were technically illegal, Darth Vader used one

during the interrogation of Princess Leia Organa in 0 BBY.

Reasons for use

The alien and mechanical quality of a droid could make it more frightening than an organic interrogator,

which often aided the interrogation. A droid was also more capable of finely judging a subject's reactions

to torture, and of applying various "treatments" precisely.



For the interrogator, using a droid was sometimes less troubling than performing the torture oneself. If the

interrogator wished to assume a bargaining tone with the subject after the coercive phase, the use of a

droid also helped redirect the subject's anger towards the droid, rather than the interrogator. 
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